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 Dear Readers,

 I would like to express my opinion about the International Conference on Knowledge in Telecommunication Tech-
nologies and Optics (KTTO), which I attended in 2015. I really enjoyed the place and people that attended the confer-
ence. I appreciated the high level of professionalism in the organization of the event and the enthusiasm of young 
people, working to determine the success of the event. In the conference, I met many Ph.D. students and post-doc 
students, who presented interesting ideas and contributions. I think KTTO is a nice opportunity for researchers to find 
contacts for future collaborations, to exchange ideas and to enjoy places. The best papers of the Conference will be 
published in Advances in Electrical and Electronic Engineering (AEEE) Journal. This Journal has increased its impact 
and value in past years and it is now indexed by Scopus. KTTO gives also this opportunity for young researchers to see 
their contributions published in a Journal. Moreover, KTTO invites each year International Speakers to have a talk on 
the hottest and the most promising research topics. In the edition of 2015 I gave a talk on Scalable Strategies to adopt 
in the design of MAC layer, routing protocols or localization techniques applied in distributed wireless systems such as 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Scalability is becoming a crucial point in the 
protocol design, especially if we think of the new generation of smart objects and smart machines that will interact with 
them (M2M) or with humans. The Internet of Things area will establish the new ways to design network protocols and to 
offer increase in scalability in terms of traffic, nodes, and mobility. I desire to express my thanks to all members of the 
AEEE Journal and the KTTO conference of the VSB-Tecnical University of Ostrava for the work they do. I thank my 
colleague and friend Associate professor Miroslav Voznak for inviting me as speaker, giving me the opportunity to know 
his research group and all students and post-doc around the event and organization. I thanks also MSc. Martin Mikulec 
and all students for their god job in the organization and success of KTTO 2015. I wish to KTTO to attract always more 
interesting contributions from the Europe and the overall world. I think to see AEEE Journal to increase always more its 
impact in the research community considering the hard work of all involved Professors and researchers.
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